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GRIFFIN REMOVED 
FROM SENATE
Review of appointee s 
enrollment status 
reveals that he was 
not enrolled last 
semester
Ashton A. Dunn
An appointee from the Senate was recently 
removed after the Office of Records and 
Registration confirmed that he was not enrolled 
as a student last semester.
Kenneth Griffin was appointed as the 
chairman of the General Laws and Constitution 
committee by Student Government Association 
(SGA) Vice-President Aubrey C. Hooper, ‘05; 
his appointment was confirmed by the Senate 
on August 31,2004 at the opening of this year’s 
session.
On November 23, 2004 Acting Dean of 
Student Sendees David Brice made it known 
to student leaders that Griffin was not a student
The following day Dean Brice informed SGA 
President Bakari Sellers, ‘05 and Hooper of 
Griffin’s situation. Sellers and Hooper stated 
that they were unaware that Griffin was not a 
student and Griffin was immediately removed 
from fire committee and Senate body on 
November 24,2004.
The review of Griffin’s enrollment status 
was sparked by a letter emailed to Dean Brice 
on the morning of November 23, 2004 from 
an anonymous person who is believed to be a 
student
In the email titled “The truth is here,” it read: 
“My sources tell me that Ken Griffin is not a 
registered student at Morehouse, thus making 
him ineligible to hold the position he does.” 
The letter was signed ‘ Truth and Justice.’ ’
More concerns surfaced after a reference 
to Griffin’s enrollment status appeared in the 
December 2 issue of The Maroon Tiger. An 
anonymous staff writs’ wrote, ‘ ‘Don’t you have 
to be a student to be in the student Senate?” The 
question appeared in the issue’s installment of 
the widely popular, gossip column, ‘Twenty 
Questions.”
T didn’t know [Griffin was not enrolled]. 
At the point in time I was made aware, he
was removed,” said Hooper. Reporters asked 
Hooper if he intended to write an official 
response or apology concerning his removal 
and he replied “I don’t know if it’s my place to 
write a letter. I think if he [Griffin] feels he has 
done something wrong, he should rectify that 
with the leadership of the student body”
Griffin was contacted by the Tiger for an 
interview' but it was postponed at his request 
He indicated that he would contact the Tiger 
what he was ready to comment After several 
attempts were made to contact Griffin, he lata’ 
declined to comment on the situation.
According to members of the five-person 
Genera] Laws and Constitution committee, 
Griffin conducted very few meeting while 
serving as chairman of the committee.
Committee memba Orie Ward, ‘07 said, 
“... for the better part of the year we had no 
meetings.”
Hooper said in a conversation with reporters 
that the committee did not meet because of 
issues regarding the intended role of a group 
of students organized at the aid of last year to 
review and submit recommendations for our 
Constitution throughout this academic year. 
Furtha, several senators described Griffin’s
conduct as a senator this semester as “reckless” 
and “inappropriate.”
During a Senate meeting on Novemba 
16,2004, he told a senator who had the floor to 
"shut up” and told the Parliamentarian LaJolin 
James, ‘07, to do the same after James cautioned 
him of his misconduct Griffin also made it a 
point to the secretary to note his comments in 
the meeting’s minutes.
Griffin’s attendance record was also 
questioned by some senators who told reporters 
that he did not attend as many meetings as 
indicated by the most recent attendance report 
provided by the secretary—which showed that 
Griffin attended every meeting up to the date of 
its release.
Ward said that Griffin missed a few 
meetings and also said that it was unlikely 
proxies were submitted for each of those 
absences. Ward and others suspect foul play 
with the attendance records that were submitted 
by an individual Ward described as being in 
Hooper’s “pocket”
A senator who requested to be kept 
anonymous in this story said, “Senators are 
simply asked to sign a roll rather than have a roll 
call, which lacks effectiveness when senators
[can] simply sign for others. He added that he 
believes the discrepancies are caused solely by 
what he explained as a level of “inefficiency.”
In a Senate meeting last semester the 
accuracy of the attendance records was 
presented as an item on the agenda and was 
discussed No resolution orchange has been 
made to the records.
According to the Office of Student 
Activities, Griffin was the senator of .f/xir 
Magazine. The organization was listed as a 
cultural organization and was confirmed as a 
chartered organization on September 3,2004.
Apex was created by former editors of the 
Tiger, the first and only issue was printed during 
the spring semester of the 2001-2002 academic 
year.
During the academic year of the release of 
its first and only issue, Apex was not a chartered 
organization. It became a chartered organization 
the following year and every year since then 
it has been chartered; however, no issues have 
been printed during that time.
“Also I ask that you would look in to the 
charter of the organization he represents to 
make sure the Apex Magazine really does 
Continued on page 2
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TSUNAMI, PASTRAMI
The dust has settled on 
one of the most devastating natural 
disasters in world history: the tsu­
nami. While rescue workers and 
aid organizations scramble to alle­
viate the suffering of thousands of 
victims, some brave souls question 
the integrity of those entities which 
seem to sensationalize the tragedy. 
How does the tsunami measure 
when compared to the crisis in the 
Sudan, and the AIDS eptdemic in 
Africa? These are the tough ques­
tions which inevitably lead us to 
begin to measure the value of hu­
man life. Alison Brown reveals that 
there was death before the tidal wave
Page 5
XSCAPE
Where have the lovely la­
dies of Xscape been all these years? 
While other female bands have come 
and gone, Xscape has seemingly re­
mained in a state of dormancy, letting 
the industry move pass them by. In 
actuality, Xscape has only grown wiser 
with age, and is geared to make an ex­
plosive comeback on the music scene 
with a new album release. Even so, 
everyone still wonders how the pas­
sionate group has changed, and what 
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A Candlelight Vigil for King
Nick Harris
Associate Layout Editor
Friday, January 14, 2005 
marked the second annual Candle­
light Vigil to commemorate the 
birth of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Morehouse College Department of 
History and the African-American 
Studies Program invited the Atlanta 
University Center (AUC) commu­
nity to participate in the services. 
Despite the frosty temperatures, about 
fifty students and faculty attended 
the ceremony to remember the life 
of Morehouse’s greatest alumni. The 
students and faculty held candles that 
symbolize the essence of Morehouse 
and its motto “And there was light.”
Despite the frequent gust of 
wind many candles were still burning 
by the end of the vigil, which was repre­
sentative of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr’s 
life. He struggled past racial segrega­
tion, and sacrificed his life for the civil
PHOTO BY NICK HARRIS
rights movement. Much like the candle, 
his dream was hindered by many ob­
stacles including the onslaught by the 
national government, but it was never 
extinguished. It still bums deep with­
in the walls of this sacred institution.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
was one of the most influential lead­
ers that this country has ever pro­
duced, and he was a Morehouse man. 
Dr. Augustine Konneh, the chair of the 
Department of History and the creator 
of the commemoration, opened up the 
vigil with some remarks about Dr. Kings 
Life and his movement. Gregory Rob­
inson, a man of Morehouse followed Dr. 
Konneh by singing, “This Little Light 
of Mine, I’m Going to Let it Shine.” 
Dr. Giles Conwill delivered the Martin 
Luther King Jr. litany which covered 
some of the highlights Dr. King’s life. 
“In the grand order of the universe,
our Lord God wisely has chosen men 
and women to serve him in each era. 
Such a servant of your Lord God was 
Martin Luther King, Jr., whose birth 
we now commemorate. We are thank­
ful for the life of this twentieth cen­
tury prophet of freedom, who joined 
the prophets of history in their cry.”
Martin Luther King Jr. deliv­
ered his final speech in front of garbage 
workers on a cold night in Memphis, 
Tennesee. During the speech Martin Lu­
ther King Jr. stated, “Only in the dark­
est hour, can one see the stars.” Despite 
the numerous obstacles that hindered 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. he was still 
able to overcome them. His dreams 
were able to be the hope and the dreams 
for a majority of people that heard him 
speak. Dr. King was the star that the 
generations saw, and strives to reach.
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Students gather to listen as Dr. 
Augustine Konneh speaks at the vigil








Hooper accused of knowing Griffin
was not enrolled last semester
Continuedfrom page 1
something on campus,” wrote the informant 
who led Dean Brice to review Griffin’s record.
Apex has conducted no meeting this year 
and its adviser, Residential Director, James 
Winn, said he did not know who was working 
as die editor-in-chief
Records from the Office of Student 
Activities list Deandrc Poole as the president 
The Tiger attempted to call Poole but the 
information reconded was incorrect a local 
higli school student answered the phone when 
reportéis called. The email address information 
provided for Poole was a former email address 
of Griffin
Hooper said ‘The Senate has always 
appreciated his service to the student body and 
to the Senate. I think his number one focus was 
to serve the student body and 1 don’t know if he 
had any cruel intent and, or, malicious intent”
Some senators, including Want suspect
Thousands Walk for 
Justice
The streets were filled with supporters and mourners for the Kenneth Walker March
Jonathan Blocker_______________________
On Saturday, January 15,
2005 the sleepy city of Columbus, GA 
awoke to the shouts, chants, and songs 
of an emotionally charged civil rights 
protest march memorializing Kenneth 
Brian Walker.
The commemorative 
demonstration, intentionally scheduled 
to coincide with the 76th birthday of 
the late Rev. Martin Luther King,
Jr., attracted approximately 8,000 
marchers and hundreds of observers 
who lined the march’s winding 0.7 
mile route through the city’s historic 
district. Demonstrators and observers 
alike carried banners honoring the late 
Walker and waved posters attacking 
racial profiling. Walker was the 
latest and most notable victim of the 
controversial practice.
On the night of December 10, 
2003, Muscogee County police pulled 
over an SUV being driven by Walker 
and three friends on 1-185. Believing 
Walker and his friends to be drug 
traffickers, Muscogee County Sheriff’s 
Deputy David Glisson swiftly subdued 
the foursome and had them facedown 
on the ground. During the shakedown, 
Glisson inexplicably fired two shots 
into Walker’s head killing him.
The friends were arrested but 
not charged. Nor were drugs found in 
either the car or on their persons.
A grand jury in December 
of 2004 refused to indict Glisson for 
his questionable actions. Despite the 
existence of a police tape documenting 
the entire roadside incident.
National civil rights groups 
contend that justice has not been 
served. A host of local and national 
leaders, including notable activists 
Rev. Joseph Lowery of the People’s
Writers! Photographers! Journalists! 
WE NEED YOU!!!
Now is the time to work for the award-winning Maroon Tiger. 
If you are interested in becoming a staff writer, photographer, or 
layout artist, you are welcome to attend Maroon Tiger meetings 
every Thursday at 6pm in Archer Hall room 115. Students from
all institutions are welcome. For more information, call (404) 
614-6041 or e-mail us at mtiger@morehouse.edu.
Aubrey was aware of Griffin’s situation and 
think he appointed Griffin.
Ward said, “He definitely knows the ins- 
and-outs about everything that is going on with 
Ken Griffin. They’re good friends... He helped 
Aubrey get elected.”
He added, “..he [Hooper] was iully aware 
that Ken was not a student’ ’
Hooper declined to comment on this 
accusation.
When Dean Brice was asked if he tiiouglit 
it may be possible Hooper was aware of 
Griffin’s situation before he made it known, he 
responded, “It is safe to say that only Mr. Ken 
Griffin himself truly knew whether he was 
enrolled or not and that in of itself is a serious 
personal integrity issue.”
“Once we conclude our investigation, if 
we find out that there were any violations we 
will address them according to the violations. 
I want to reach out to these individuals,” said
Agenda and Rev. Jesse Jackson of the 
Rainbow/P.U.S.H. Coalition, spoke at 
the rally following the march.
“You can’t fight terror in 
Iraq and commit acts of terror in 
Columbus,” Lowery warned. “Get 
fired up. We ain’t going to take it no 
more.”
Television personality Judge 
Greg Mathis offered fiery words 
of inspiration also. Whereas other 
celebrities like Chris Tucker and 
veteran Shoshana Johnson were pillars 
of strength simply in being present.
Student groups also lent their 
support. Members of Morehouse, 
Spelman, and Georgia State University 
NAACP chapters drove to Columbus 
and marched.
Morehouse sophomore 
Reginald Poindexter was moved. “It’s 
new for me to see people coming 
together for a positive cause.”
“I’ve been to marches,” 
commented GSU student Danielle 
Davis. “But not like this one.”
Collegiate chapters of Omega 
Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., including the 
Psi Chapter of Morehouse College 
also participated to mourn the loss of 
Walker a fellow frat brother.
Like a social cancer, racial 
profiling has eaten away at interracial 
relations in America over the decades. 
Leading many to believe, the practice 
is not a necessary security measure for 
police use but an expression of racist 
attitudes and disregard for minorities’ 
rights.
Some legislators like 
Representative John Conyers, Jr.
D-Mi, have proposed legislation in 
Congress to halt the controversial 
practice in U.S. security and police
Dean Brice.
He also pointed out, “It is my job and my 
moral obligation to attempt to touch Ihe troubled 
students as well. It’s not about condemning Ken 
for his actions; it is about helping him to get 
back on track. “
“Mr. Hooper’s actions have some issues 
of concerns for me. We are right in the middle 
of these actions so I cannot give a complete 
statement Again we must conclude our 
investigation first,” noted Brice.
Brice would not comment on how long 
Griffin was not enrolled as a student Some 
sources indicate that he likely has not been 
enrolled since the fall of the 2003-2004 
academic year.
No records woe provided to confirm that 
information.
Additional reporting by Demand 
Drummer.
A Photo Essay
On January 22 the Cardinal Mentoring Program partnered with Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. of Spelman College to aid the young kids at the West 
End Academy. The Deltas spoke specifically to the young females at the Acade­
my. The program itself was started by Chris Campbell last April in order to give 
AUC students a chance to mentor. Mr. Campbell believes that, "This program is 
something that was needed in the community.”
Another mentor. Josh Packwood, is dedicated to assisting kids than 
have fallen through the cracks in the educational system, "It's easy to save the 
good kids, we must make an effort to reach out to the troubled kids as well. 
Cardinal Mentoring is currently entering its second year of existence. Mr. Camp­
bell encourages all interested students to contact Mentoring@yahoo.com.
forces. In conjunction with Rep.
Chris Shays R-Conn. and Sen. Russell 
Feigngold D-Wisc., Conyers created 
the End Racial Profiling Act of 2004 
and is currently lobbying for support.
Amnesty International USA 
published a racial profiling study in 
October 2004. The study reports that 
41 states have taken up the issue over 
racial profiling; 29 of which have 
passed legislation and all but seven of 
these state governments banning the 
practice. Georgia has taken up the 
issue.
In 2001, S.B. 41 was 
proposed in the Georgia General 
Assembly. The bill aims to amend 
the portion of Georgia law concerning 
motor vehicles and traffic, prohibiting 
the use of race or ethnicity as probable 
cause to stop a motor vehicle and 
mandating state authorities record 
the ethnicity/race of every motorist 
stopped for later analysis. The 
legislation is still pending.
For many young African- 
Americans attending the march, 
Walker’s tragedy is a reminder that Dr. 
King’s dream of interracial harmony 
may still be alive but is far from an 
absolute reality.
“People tend to block out 
problems that don’t directly affect 
them,” Spelman student Alison Brown 
commented. “I myself am guilty 
sometimes.”
“The rally emphasized the 
work we need to do in order to witness 
change,” stated Aissatou Barry, 
another Spelman student. “Because 
the time change comes before work is 
in the dictionary.”
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20 Questions
By The Omniscient One
1. Did you have to pay more if you are an interest?
2. Shouldn't it be called Line Delta?
3. Aren't you addicted to Facebook also?
4. So, are you enrolled this semester?
5. Should Morehouse students really pay for events 
in their chapel?
6. Weren't you mad that the Senate Meeting didn't 
turn into World War III?
7. Isn't there a lot of fishy stuff going on in the Sen­
ate right now?
8. Are you going on the Senior Trip?
9. Wasn't Rush missing a little something this semes­
ter?
10. Since when do you spell Pi with a C-and-D?
11. Will he make it this time?
12. By the way, did you get that e-mail too?
13. So have you heard "the truth"?
14. And you speak of ethical leadership?
15. Didn't the Attic party really jump?
16. Spike, are you really filming a movie here?
17. Did anybody go to the King Walk?
18. Aren't you glad the Spotlight returned?
19. If not, did you really miss it?
20. Seniors, aren't you glad this is the last time you 
will have to buy books at Morehouse?
Becyde The Maroon Tiger
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Blaxploitation’s influence on 




When Halle Berry and Denzel 
Washington won their Oscars in 2002, 
they paid their respects to Dorothy 
Dandridge and Sidney Poitier, not to 
Pam Grier or Richard Roundtree. And 
when MTV airs an episode of Cribs, 
at least two of the homes featured will 
have a framed picture of A1 Pacino in 
Scarface, not pictures of Melvin Van 
Peebles in Sweet Sweetback’s Baa- 
dasssss Song or of Rudy Ray Moore 
in Dolemite. These forgotten actors 
belong to the genre known as Blax- 
ploitation. This film type was devel­
oped in the late 1960’s and flourished 
up through the late 1970’s.
It is specifically oriented to 
black audiences, and the term blax- 
ploitation was first employed in the 
June 12, 1972 issue of New York 
magazine to characterize such films, 
especially Superfly, which debuted 
the same year. The word derives from 
sexploitation first used in 1942, and 
blaxploitation is defined as the exploi­
tation of African-American characters 
in commercial films that emphasize 
sex, violence, and crime in urban com­
munities. This genre also gave birth 
to the pimp and ho epidemic that is 
currently affecting popular culture.
Before blaxploitation was ex­
ploited, the genre provided a home for 
many black actors and entertainers that 
would not have normally found work 
in white-owned studios. Blaxploitation 
also allowed African-Americans to 
star in movies that accurately reflected 
the life of the black majority at that 
time. As the 1970’s began, preference 
was given to actors such as Sidney 
Poitier, Bill Cosby, and Richard Pryor. 
Blaxploitation gave opportunities for
emerging black actors that were unsuc­
cessful in finding roles. In the movie 
Cotton Comes to Harlem, pioneering 
black actor Ossie Davis made his di­
recting debut with its premiere in 1970. 
A year later Melvin Van Peebles wrote, 
directed, produced, edited, scored, and 
starred in the landmark independent 
cinema Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss 
Song which was rated X by an all white 
jury. In 1973 Pam Grier also known as 
the “queen of blaxploitation,” made 
her big screen debut in Coffy, and 
starred in Foxy Brown a year later. 
The same year author Iceberg Slim had 
the opportunity to witness his book 
Trick Baby come to life on the silver 
screen, and Shaft won an Oscar for 
Isaac Hayes’s winning score in 1971.
Although many African- 
Americans may view this particular 
time period in film as a degradation 
to their race, many also seem to forget 
where popular culture would be without 
this defining moment in black history. 
Many other popular films today have 
mirrored the themes of the blaxploita­
tion films of the 1970’s. The film Su­
perfly is based on a drug dealer who 
wants to get out of the business, a 
storyline similar to Brian De Palma’s 
Carlito’s Way. Black Caesar, a film 
about a shoeshine boy who rises to a 
Harlem drug lord, is also similar to the 
plot of Scarface, also directed by De 
Palma, and is a movie that many rap­
pers claim as a hero and role model. 
Director Quentin Tarantino, known for 
Pulp Fiction and Natural Bom Killers 
mentioned the blaxploitation miniseries 
Get Christie Love! in his movie Reser­
voir Dogs and gave Pam Grier the title 
role in Jackie Brown. In Kill Bill Vol­
ume 1 and 2, Tarantino’s revenge tale is 
known for the all girl army of Kung Fu 
killers, a theme that is strikingly simi­
lar to Dolemite, the revenge tale of a 
ghetto superhero sprung from prison to 
find the crooks that framed him while 
armed with an all girl army of Kung 
Fu killers. Although the blaxploitation 
genre ended over thirty years ago, it has 
attempted to make a comeback with 
films such as Undercover Brother, and 
Austin Powers in Goldmember starring 
Bey once Knowles as Foxxy Cleopatra.
Besides films, blaxploita­
tion has influenced music as well. In 
1997 rapper Jay-Z released the single 
“Who You Wit,” from the album In 
My Lifetime- Vol. 1. The music video 
for the song featured a small pimp and 
ho convention that ended in a cat-girl 
fight similar to the cat-fights in Coffy. 
Rapper Snoop Doggy Dogg is well 
known for his fascination with the 
pimp phenomenon as well as the infa­
mous Bishop Don “Magic” Juan who 
can always be spotted in a flamboyant 
suit with matching shoes and hat—a re­
flection of the wardrobe of Rudy Ray 
Moore in Dolemite. More recently, 
rapper Nelly has created a scholar­
ship for the positive, intellectual, mo­
tivated person, also known as a P.I.M.P. 
Even though Nelly has attempted to 
place a positive spin on the word, it 
still retains its negative connotations.
The genre of blaxploitation 
films that dominated the late 20th 
century deserves more credit that it is 
given. Without these films many strug­
gling actors may never have been dis­
covered, and a part of the history of 
African-Americans during that time 
period would not be recorded, and,
James Pendleton
Managing Editor
As I turned onto Auburn 
Avenue, I recall thinking that there 
is something inherently disturbing 
about an institution committed to the 
development of leaders cowering near 
the rear of an issue. It is deplorable to 
uphold tradition simply for the reason 
of upholding tradition; however, it is 
equally reprehensible to be subversive 
for the sake of being subversive or 
critical for the sole purpose of being 
critical.
We should neither rejoice in 
Morehouse College blindly, nor attack 
it indiscriminately. At the heart of this 
matter is the commonality of hypoc­
risy, one of the much less openly cel­
ebrated, but unconsciously promoted, 
characteristics of our beloved College.
From the standard recruit­
ment pitch, to Crown Forum and the 
very building in which it is held on 
a weekly basis, throughout our time 
here as students continuing ultimately 
towards commencement- no name is 
cited, paraded, or even exploited more 
than that of our most famous alumnus, 
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Why 
then, on the holiday commemorating 
the life of our esteemed brother does 
Morehouse not contribute more?
Martin Luther King Jr. Day 
is a national holiday recognizing a 
great American. As is usually the case 
the city of Atlanta, and indeed people 
from places afar, congregate around 
the intersection of Peachtree and Bak­
er Streets in downtown Atlanta and 
march to the historic ’’Sweet Auburn” 
district- ornamented by Ebenezer 
Baptist Church and the Martin Luther 
King Jr. National Historic Site.
The march incorporated vari­
ous campus organizations including 
religious, political, and fraternal. Yet 
as I witnessed the crowd gathering 
about the assembled stage, listened at­
tentively to the speakers, and gazed up 
the series of steps that lead to the final
resting place of a great man, I could 
not help but notice the absence of 
Morehouse College on an institutional 
level.
How common is it that we 
actually attempt to live as Dr. King did 
without looking at each other with the 
self-congratulatory stare that seems to 
pervade us all at varying degrees?
If wc have learned anything 
from him let be that we have a respon­
sibility to improve the condition of our 
community. I dare say that cannot be 
done by borrowing the name, words, 
and likeness of our most famous alum­
nus whenever is deemed fit without 
working the honor him and his goal of 
uplift.
Famed urban poet Lauryn 
Hill sang of reciprocity and I echo 
her message - it is past time that 
Morehouse contribute to the man from 
which it takes so much.
There is a history, a proud 
tradition, which defines Morehouse 
College. Along these lines not only 
should we extol the legacy of Dr. King 
on more than the holiday commemo­
rating his life, we should honor him in 
a way befitting a minister, an activist, 
a Nobel laureate, and what is more- a 
son of Morehouse.
To paraphrase Dr. King, the 
ultimate measure of this institution is 
not whom we quote most frequently in 
moments of conspicuity and conve­
nience, but how we honor a brother 
and promote is enduring dream.
I am disturbed not because 
it is comfortable to criticize this place 
we have all come to love, but because 
this place we love is supposed to be 
a “Candle in the Dark”. It is time 
that we continue to build upon our 
“mystique” not rest upon the burden of 
excellence on the backs of those that 
have created the mystique.
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CELEBRATION
SCHOOL DAZE HOUSE PARTY
January 29, 2005 from 8:00pm-12:QOam
Frank Forbes Arena - Morehouse College
Special appearances by 
New York Mixtape Master DJKO 
DO OR DIE
and SPIKE LEE
SPIKE LEE AUTOGRAPH SIGNING
February 1, 2005 at 5:OOpm
Circuit City/Buckhead-Atlanto, GA 
3637 Peachtree Rd.
HOLLYWOOD IN BLACK & WHITE
Spike Lee Forum 
February 1, 2005 at 7:30pm
King Chapel - Morehouse College
All events are FREE to AUC College Students
Must provide valid student ID to enter 
School Daze House Party
Special DVD player giveaway and 
your chance to meet Spike Lee!
Recycle The Maroon Tiger
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AROUND THE WORLD
SUDAN'S GOVERNMENT & 
REBEL FORCES REACH TREATY 
Jeremy L. Brown________________________
January 9, 2005 marked the 
day of the historic Sudan peace treaty 
in Nairobi, Kenya. The Sudanese Vice 
President Ali Osman Taha and The Peo­
ple’s Liberation Movement/Army lead­
er John Garang signed the long awaited 
peace agreement. Dignitaries, includ­
ing Kenyan President Mwai Kibski 
and U.S. Secretary of State Colin Pow­
ell, attended the peace treaty signing.
According to the treaty, south­
ern Sudanese will have more control 
over their oil enriched lands as well 
as a stronger presence in the Suda­
nese government. In a show of good 
faith. Rebel leader John Garang will 
be named Sudan’s Vice President as 
the first major step in lasting peace.
For the past 21 years, civil 
war between the northern govern­
ment-backed militias and the southern 
rebel forces has ravaged the Sudan. 
Considering the roughly two million 
southern black civilian lives that have 
been taken and the millions more that 
have been displaced, the Bush admin­
istration has identified this to be a case 
of genocide. In agreement with U.S. 
sentiments, the international commu­
nity considered these acts to be the 
policy of the Sudanese government.
UKRAINE GETS IT RIGHT
Jeremy L. Brown
The final chapter in the con­
troversial presidential race has been 
closed, with the inauguration of 
newly elected President Viktor Yush- 
enko, on Sunday January 23, 2005.
Controversies began during 
the October 31, 2004 elections. Ac­
cusations of polling station violations, 
including cases of voter harassment, 
ran rampant throughout the country. 
The controversy took a more dramatic 
turn when Yushenko reported being 
poisoned. The spearhead of most of the 
voting station accusations, however, 
were by Yushenko’s chief opponent, 
Viktor Yanukovich. Yankovich at­
tempts to argue the validity of the elec­
tions is rooted in the fact that he and 
other traditionalists like himself fear 
that Yushenko’s pro-Western political 
philosophy will lead Ukraine away 
from its enduring alliance with Russia.
Nevertheless, with a second 
general election held on December 26, 
and the Supreme Court confirmation, 
the crisis is seen as being resolved. 
With a vow to move Ukraine closer to 
the West yet still have a strong relation­
ship with Russia, Yushenko said to the 
crowd, “Our way to the future is through 
a United Europe.” However, before 
Yushenko looks for a “United Europe,” 
he is now seeking to develop a united 
Ukraine. With a strong population still 
considering themselves Russian and 
entrenched in the values of the old So­
viet Regime, Yushenko has a tough job 
ahead of him of unifying the country.
RICE'S CONFIRMATION
Jeremy L. Brown________________________
On Wednesday, January 19, 
2005, the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee confirmed Condoleezza 
Rice’s candidacy as the new U.S. Sec­
retary of State. After two days of hear­
ings, the Committee confirmed her with 
a 16-2 vote. The two opposing votes 
came from Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Cal- 
ifomia, and Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.
Before her nomination for the 
Secretary of State by President Bush, 
she served as the National Security Ad­
visor for the Bush Administration. The 
next step is approval by the Senate. 
However, the Democrats in the Senate 
have delayed the confirmation, saying 
that there should be more debates and 
discussions regarding her testimony to 
the Foreign Relations Committee. As 
one of the chief architects in the Iraqi 
foreign policy, Rice defended the Bush 
administration’s policy in Iraq during 
court hearings. Many Republicans con­
tend, however, that since Democrats 
are a minority in the Senate, as a show 
of readiness to fight the President ev­
ery step of the way in his second term 
they are delaying Rice’s confirmation.
With the confirmation and 
the impending approval by the Sen­
ate, Rice will be the first black woman 
to hold this top diplomatic position.
World & Local
The Bush Inauguration: Before and After
Jason Townsend-Rogers
Whether you voted for him or 
not, there was no arguing with the re­
sult: George Walker Bush successfully 
won the opportunity to serve an addi­
tional term as President of the United 
States. To commemorate this occa­
sion, Bush, like most Presidents before 
him, was then inaugurated via a lavish 
ceremony that was held at the White 
House on January 20, 2005. Some of 
the events that took place prior to the 
inauguration consisted of Bush spend­
ing his time visiting the National Ar­
chives, as well as attending events such 
as a Celebration of Freedom and The 
Chairman’s Luncheon. Both of these 
events were made possible thanks to 
the efforts of both the inauguration 
committee, as well as the seemingly 
millions of tax dollars contributed by 
average citizens such as you and me.
On the day of the actual event 
itself, Bush spent most of his time rid­
ing in a limo towards the White House. 
After a military pass-and-review, 
which consists of soldiers marching 
past the President, and at the signal of 
the commander, turning their heads in 
unison to face him, Bush was sworn 
in as the 43rd president of the United 
States by the ailing Chief Supreme 
Court Justice, William Rehnquist.
Bush then took the opportuni­
ty to present his future plans for the na­
tion through his inauguration speech. 
Opening his speech with It is the policy 
of the United States to seek and support 
the growth of democratic movements 
and institutions in every nation and cul­
ture, with the ultimate goal of ending 
tyranny in the world, Bush expressed 
his newly found attempt to use an ac­
tivist approach in running the country. 
Anyone who listened closely to this 
opening statement knew from the out­
set that the President was firmly inter-
Georgia’s K-12 Education 
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ested in enforcing democracy through­
out the world. In addition, there was 
mention of our country having accept­
ed obligations that are difficult to fulfill
Keen listeners of these words knew 
precisely that the President was refer­
ring to the situation in Iraq—not surpris­
ing, since this state of affairs has sharp­
ly divided the country for some time.
Interestingly, while the major­
ity of the speech appeared to have been 
tailored to focus on the self-described 
war on terrorism, the President did not 
forget the responsibilities entrenched 
in the homeland. Concerning the state 
of America, he believed that to give 
every American a stake in the promise 
and future of our country, we will bring 
the highest standards to our schools, 
and build an ownership society. To on­
lookers, this meant a tightening of the 
educational standards currently pres­
ent. Moreover, he made a rather pub­
lic point that Americans should look 
after your neighbor and surround the 
lost with love. Bush clearly made this 
declaration believing that Americans 
should take greater care in looking out 
for their fellow citizens. The speech 
concluded with Bush commenting that 
America, in this young century, pro­
claims liberty throughout the world, 
and to all its inhabitants thereof. Re­
newed in our strength tested, but not 
weary we are ready for the greatest 
achievements in the history of freedom.
Now that the inauguration is 
complete and Bush is now officially 
sworn in, it naturally begs the question: 
What does this mean for the average 
American? This question was shortly 
answered a few days after, when Bush 
revealed the main points of his second- 
term agenda. What was surprising to 
everyone was that while his agenda 
was, for the most part, consistent with
Daryl Hannah
World & Local Editor_____________________
The educational system of 
Georgia was indeed at the forefront of 
much discussion this past November, 
as candidates attempted to propose 
pay increases for teachers and provide 
smaller classrooms. However, such has 
not been the case for the past thirty 
years. Known for its fluctuating 36th 
and 38th quality of education ranking 
by the National Association of Educa­
tion Systems’ list, indeed the schools of 
Georgia produce endangered students.
Supporters of Georgia’s 
educational system fight statistics 
with arguments supported by lack 
of recourses, teachers, and adequate 
and modem learning environments.
Although the often analyzed 
failure of schools has with great de­
tail been scrutinized, often people 
fail to associate a failing school with 
a failing student, and as the failing 
high school student becomes the fail­
ing graduate, he in turn becomes the 
failing college student provided he 
chooses to attend college thus pro­
ducing results similar to those ex­
posed on Tuesday January 18, 2005.
According to a study conduct­
ed by Education Trust, a Washington
his speech, a few aspects were not. 
While he was consistent in his speech 
by proposing to win a war on terror 
against shadowy, deadly networks, he 
then made a great deviation from his 
words by recommending that private 
investment accounts be added to So­
cial Security. While it is too early to 
determine whether this suggestion will 
fly or fall, the very mention of Social 
Security modification has most Ameri­
cans dubious of the presidents actions.
He also suggested a limit on 
medical malpractice and class-action 
jury awards. This would prove to be 
beneficial for practicing doctors, since 
it would protect them from losing 
money because of less-than-success- 
ful operations. However, it would also 
prove harmful for many trial lawyers, 
including one-time Vice Presidential 
candidate John Edwards, since it would 
prevent people like him from receiving 
as large a payout as they would desire.
Next, in a move that is al­
ready worrying wealthy Americans 
and special-interest groups, Bush plans 
to simplify a tax code that is bloated by 
thousands of provisions. To the work­
ing middle class, this statement could 
serve as great news, since it could mean 
the lowering of troublesome taxes.
An important question to con­
sider is whether the Democratic Party 
will have the opportunity to have their 
voices heard, especially when you 
consider that the president is heading 
into this term with large Republican 
majorities in both the House of Repre­
sentatives and the United States Sen­
ate. For the answer to these and other 
questions concerning the well-being of 
our country, all the advice that be giv­
en is to merely keep your eyes, ears, 
and occasionally your mouth, open 
to all the happenings of our world.
nonprofit advocacy group for students 
in k-12 and post-secondary schools 
showed that only two of Georgia’s 18 
public four-year colleges and univer­
sities graduate, on average, more than 
half their students after six years—Uni­
versity of Georgia (UGA) ranking #1, 
graduating 71.3% and The Georgia 
Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech) 
graduating 69.3%. Education Trust Di­
rector Kati Haycock told reporters of 
the AJC, “Institutions that get better... 
are also getting more rigorous in class­
room education.” Although it is diffi­
cult to improve the validity of such a 
statement, UGA and Georgia Tech are 
among the most selective schools in the 
country in regards to admission, and 
have extremely rigorous curriculums.
The report also showed that 
Morehouse barely graduates half of its 
students within six years. Morehouse 
averaged a 55.6% passage rate, plac­
ing it fourth in the private school sec­
tor, while Emory, with 90.9%, led the 
poll. Agnes Scott averaged a 65.3% 
passing rate while Spelman had a 
77% rate, placing these schools in 
second and third place respectively.
AROUND THE WORLD
GEORGE WALKER BUSH:
MAN OF THE YEAR
Jason Townsend-Rogers
In a move that shocked all 
but the most ardent political support­
ers, Time named the newly-inaugu­
rated President George W. Bush Man 
of the Year. This was an honor that 
he received during his first term as 
president. When asked what made this 
President deserving of this prestigious 
award, Time responded by commenting 
on “his outstanding leadership,” “stick­
ing to his guns” during some troubling 
times for our world. Despite this, many 
believe that the president was not de­
serving of this honor, noting an in­
creasing national deficit, and a 53% 
re-election approval rating (the lowest 
approval rating for a repeat president 
that Gallup has registered in history).
WORLD UNITES TO PROVIDE
TSUMANI RELIEF
Ryan Glover
As many of us in the Unit­
ed States were recovering from a 
day of feasting and fun, 11 Indian 
Ocean countries were devastated by 
a 9.0 earthquake that resulted in a 
tsunami that is responsible for over 
200,000 deaths and missing persons.
Only hours after Americans 
celebrated Christmas and began the 
celebration for Kwanza, the joy was 
overshadowed by the news that East­
ern Asia had been hit by a tsunami, 
but was unaware of the catastrophic 
damage that had really occurred.
As days past, the world sat in 
awe as we collectively watched the film 
footage of 100 foot waves tear through 
areas destroying everything in their 
path with people running for the lives, 
and building structures being flattened.
Realizing the tragic impact of 
the tsunami, countries from near and far 
reached out with financial support. To 
date, Australia has pledged $760 mil­
lion, Germany $680 million, and the 
United States has currently pledges $350 
million, but it is speculated that another 
$300 million will be added to that sum.
Separate from the financial re­
lief offered by the government, people 
and organizations from all over the 
world have reached into their pockets 
and donated millions of dollars in aid 
relief, offered their medical services, 
and even their homes to children who 
have been left orphaned by the event.
It is amazing that we are 
thousands miles away from where 
the wave actually hit, but yet we 
are still feeling the shock wave.
SUMMERS SHOCKS WITH 
SEXIST COMMENTS
Ryan Glover
“Did he really say that” was 
the reaction to Harvard President 
Lawrence H. Summers suggestion 
that fewer females make it to the top 
in mathematics and science because 
of innate differences of ability from 
men. The president of the presti­
gious Harvard University stunned a 
crowd of fellow scholars at a meeting 
in Cambridge earlier this month when 
he expressed his unfounded and what 
many considered inappropriate belief.
“Nothing I said or believe 
provides any basis for either stereo­
typing women or for fatalism,” said 
Summers. The statement was initially 
supposed to encourage more women 
to pursue careers in the two fields. In 
order to help others understand his 
statement, Summers went on to dis­
cuss the theory that women with chil­
dren are reluctant to work the long 
hours required in order to succeed 
in mathematical and science fields.
This theory would probably 
be more accepted if it were made in 
the 1970’s or even in the 1980’s, but in 
2005 it is not. In a time period where 
more couples are sacrificing time at 
work in order to share the responsibili­
ties of raising children, many consider 
it unfair and incorrect to assume that 
the women are the ones making sac­
rifices and spending less time at work.
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Blueprints for African 
Warrior Scholars
Donald Washington Jr.___________________
With increasing numbers of 
Black men becoming victims of the pris­
on-industrial complex, there is definitely 
a need for Black men to have clearly de­
fined positive conceptions of manhood.
Afrocentric scholars such as 
Haki Madhubuti and Na’im Akbar have 
already laid appropriate framework for 
positive definitions of Black manhood. 
Yet there is still a need for more schol­
arship that can serve as a blueprint for 
Black men searching for a positive cul­
tural identity in the West. Thus, one can 
see the critical importance of Mwalimu
K. Bomani Baruti’s two newly re­
leased books, Asafo: A Warrior’s Guide 
to Manhood and Complementarity: 
Thoughts for Afrikan Warrior Couples.
The word “Asafo” means 
“warrior” in Twi, a language of the 
Akan people of West Africa. Baruti de­
signed it to serve as a blueprint for de­
veloping an African consciousness in a 
society that forces people of African de­
scent to accept a Euroamerican world­
view. Baruti feels that one of the pri­
mary causes of Black men’s problems 
in the West is their blind acceptance 
of Western cultural values to the point 
where they are what Black poet El Mu- 
jahir describes as oriental people with 
occidental minds. In order for Black 
men to reclaim the manhood that they 
once had in Africa, they must undergo 
a process of “Re Africanization,” which 
involves a critical analysis and gradual 
acceptance of an African cosmology.
Asafo discusses a wide assort­
ment of issues such as how Black men 
can achieve empowerment, what spe­
cific steps “ReAfricanization” entails, 
the importance of receiving an Afri­
can-centered education, the definition 
of consciousness and how it applies to 
Black men, psycho-cultural warfare, 
leadership in the twenty-first century, 
and finally nationbuilding. The end of 
the book describes the different stages to 
achieving consciousness and also con­
tains over thirty pages of quotations per­
tinent to that help to illustrate the men­
tality of the ReAfricanized Black man.
Kyle S. Yeldell, '05 
Editor-in-Chief
Although some students may 
not agree fully with some of Baruti’s 
conclusions, his book is the product 
of meticulous research, which is best 
illustrated by Baruti’s plethora of end- 
notes. Readers will notice when fl ipping 
through Asafo’s endnotes that many 
heavyweight Afrocentric thinkers and 
also many lesser known Euroamerican 
scholars contributed to his analysis of 
how Black men can seek psychological 
and physical liberation from oppression.
Once a Black man has 
achieved ReAfricanization, he is ready 
to serve as a active participant in an 
“African Warrior Coulple.” Comple­
mentarity, which addresses love re­
lationships between Black men and 
women, can also serve as an excellent 
compliment to Asafo, or as a separate 
read by itself. Whereas Euroamerican 
scholarship, i.e., Men Are from Mars, 
Women Are from Venus, has focused 
upon men and women being innately 
at war with each other, Complemen­
tarity accepts an African worldview. 
Thus, African men and women are 
viewed as being equal and peacefully 
coexisting complements of each other.
Complementarity discusses 
key issues involved in relationships 
such as complementarity, trust, love 
and happiness, vision, marriage, sex, 
procreation, family, rearing warriors, 
and the family’s role in the struggle 
for Black liberation. If you are tired 
of hackneyed analysis of Black re­
lationships by Western scholars, this 
book may be a start to exploring Af­
rocentric scholarship on the subject.
Overall, I enjoyed reading both 
books. Each offered a glimpse into how 
a Black man can regain his sanity in a 
society seemingly bent upon genocidal 
annihilation of Black men. Both books 
are excellent starting points for young 
Black men who desire a sober and sane 
alternative analysis of the complex prob­
lems Black men face in a Euroameri­
can society and culture, and they come 
with my highest recommendation.
Editorials
There was Death Before the Tidal Wave
Alison Brown
The term “tsunami” comes 
from the Japanese language meaning 
harbor (“tsu”) and wave (“nami”).
For most Americans, however, this 
term has taken on a brand new mean­
ing, inciting images of bodies drifted 
off to sea, dead innocent children, and 
mass destruction. On that unevent­
ful day of December 26, 2004, the 
9.0 earthquake in the Indian Ocean 
triggered the deadly tsunami, which 
spread over more than 10 countries in 
Southeast Asia and Northeast Africa.
It has been confirmed that the under­
sea earthquake off Sumatra, Indonesia 
and the giant waves it triggered killed 
at least 220,000 people — almost 
174,000 in Indonesia alone. Just to 
put things into perspective, in com­
parison to the lives lost in the World 
Trade Center on 9/11, these losses 
total up to approximately 75.6 towers!
Let us now venture into 
another perspective. In 1994, almost 
800,000 people of Rwanda died at the 
hands of genocide. Between 1998 
and 2003, 350,000 people died in the 
Congo as a result of civil war. Are 
you keeping count...? The ongoing 
strife in Sudan has resulted in more 
than 2 million deaths since 1985. 
Twenty-five million Africans died 
from AIDS between 1978 and 2001.
At the beginning of 2003, over 42 mil­
lion were infected with HIV, and 29 
million of those were in sub-Saharan 
Africa. Thirty-six percent of the adult 
population in Swaziland and Botswa­
na are infected and up to 25% of the 
population of Zimbabwe is infected 
with the virus. Are you still keeping 
count...? On average, between 15
Remember The Class of 2005
Foley Ibidapo
The beginning of the 2004- 
2005 academic year proved to be a 
shock for many students of the class 
of ‘05. It felt like walking on The Yard 
for the first time; familiar visages were 
replaced with unfamiliar freshman and 
overly confident sophomore faces. At 
that moment the feeling of “its time to 
graduate” overwhelms you. Once that 
feeling hits, you start strolling down 
memory lane.
Remember freshman year, 
when Market Friday was the pre-Club 
before the club. Remember Studio 
Central, NV, the Bounce, Park Ave, 
Fusion, and Jaguars or School Daze 
Homecoming Week. Remember 
sneaking into the pre-construction of 
the John-Hope building, pre-construc-
and 30 million people worldwide die 
because of lack of water, clothing, 
shelter, food, and medicine. For those 
of you who have their calculators 
handy—using these statistics, approxi­
mately 236.9 million people would 
have died within the span of 10 years, 
totaling up to approximately ..uh..let’s 
see..carry the 1, divided by that...and 
we have... 78,967 towers!
Exactly who decides what 
Americans support? Several relief ef­
forts have been established in support 
of those left behind after the Tsunami. 
We as Americans have jumped on our 
mighty horse to come and save the 
day once again. Or shall I say to come 
save only what we want to save. As 
the world’s powerhouse (or we would 
like to think), we pick and choose the 
battles that we want to combat, those 
that would be economically beneficial 
for us to support.
Recently, a group of movie 
and music stars contributed their tal­
ents for a hastily arranged benefit for 
tsunami victims. The two-hour pro­
gram aired on NBC Universal-owned 
stations, with all donations going to 
the American Red Cross International 
Response Fund. Every time I turn 
around, I hear Tsunami this Tsunami 
that. Well I say Tsunami, Pastrami.
At full-throttle, the festival of blood­
shed seen in the media is bumping up 
ratings in the process. What are the 
motives behind the massive exploita­
tion of this natural disaster?
Some argue that it is be­
cause so many people lost their lives 
in such a short span of time. What 
is 220,000 deaths in a day, a week, a
tion of the parking deck, “club gate,” 
or any nook and cranny with your 
newly found sweetheart, that allowed 
you to have some private moments 
together because the lack of visitation 
rights!
Thinking back, the class of 
2005 does not give ourselves a lot of 
credit for the liveliness we had. Most 
of us believe we lived our lives vi­
cariously through the upperclassmen, 
mainly class of 2004. We believe we 
depended on them to throw the par­
ties, to be the leaders on campus—the 
fact is that they were the embodiment 
of what we wanted to become (which 
we became in a short period of time).
The class of 2005 set a 
standard for the next generation of
year for that matter, if peoples’ lives 
arc being lost? The last I understood, 
all people’s lives are important. The 
Tsunami killed 220,000 people in one 
day, yet 2 million have died in Sudan 
since 1985. Does that make the lives 
of those 2 million any less important?
I think not.
Others may argue that this 
tragedy is being so hyped up because 
it is the largest known Tsunami in the 
history of mankind. AIDS in Africa is 
killing and will continue to kill inno­
cent people everyday. Novel phenom­
ena oftentimes tend to divert people’s 
attention away from previously urgent 
problems. If tsunamis occurred more 
frequently as does people in Africa dy­
ing of AIDS, would there be this much 
hype about this disaster?
Don’t get me wrong when 
I say, “Tsunami, pastrami.” Helping 
people in need is never a bad thing. I 
just want to get my point across. It’s 
as if this hype about the Tsunami has 
become a slap in the face to all the 
other millions of people who have 
died in past tragedies and who are dy­
ing as we speak.
The next time you see some­
thing on the news or in the newspa­
per about the Tsunami, don’t think 
any more of those lives lost simply 
because this disaster is overexploited, 
but rather think of those who died as 
simply 220,000 people of billions that 
have died unnecessarily. Don’t be 
fooled by the hype and just consider 
the possibility that the lives that have 
been strategically lost in the shadows 
of the past may be placed there for a 
reason.
Morehouse and Spelman students.
We shifted the scene from gregarious 
nature of the communal ideal to the 
elitist, from the Beer Bash/Libation 
Loft parties to the Cosmo and invite- 
only lingerie parties. We were the 
apex and the waning generation of a 
class as a collective.
Alas, our collective has dis­
integrated into different sects, cliques, 
groups and fratemities/sororities. We 
have our singularity now with lofts, 
apartments, and townhouses. Instead 
of looking for the next social scene; 
we are looking for the next move in 
the game called life. It is unfortunate, 
but we all have to grow up sometime.
A Report on Hate Crimes The “War” On Terrorism
Ryan Glover
CLIFTON, N.J. - Several 13 
and 14 year-olds spray paint swastikas 
on Jewish homes
LOS ANGELES- A group of 
skinheads try to provoke a race war 
by plotting to shoot members of an 
African American church.
HOUSTON, TX- A youth 
tells police he shot a gay man to death 
because he hates homosexuals.
BROWARD COUNTY, 
FL.-While yelling racial hate names, 
a mob of youthful partygoers beats to 
death a Vietnamese-American college 
student.
Headlines such as these seem as 
if they exist only in one’s memory bank 
but they are very much still a reality.
In a recent report released by 
the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation there 
were 7,489 reported incidents of hate 
crimes in the United States in 2003.
This number may seem minute 
compared to the total number of reported 
crimes that took place in 2003, but in a 
country where we live by the motto “all 
men/women are created equal,” it ap­
pears that we find ourselves singing the 
tune of “separate but equal...unequal?”
The United States is a country 
that lures people with the belief that on 
American soil they can openly express 
themselves and their beliefs. No longer 
will they have to hide their ethnic back­
grounds, sexual preference, or religious 
affiliations; but they will be able to cel­
ebrate their freedom and individuality.
This picture of America is
one that is not always portrayed by 
the people who call this country home.
According to the FBI in 
2003, there were hundreds of violent 
crimes based on hatred: 14 murders, 
2,700 assaults, 444 bias-related rob­
beries, 927 crimes directed towards 
Jews, 149 crimes categorized as anti- 
Islamic, 1200 hate crimes based on 
sexual orientation with 783 of them 
being against male homosexuals, and 
six resulting in murder. But the leader 
of hate crimes is the African Ameri­
can community with 3,150 victims.
In 2003 there were 2,548 acts 
of crime targeted towards African Amer­
icans, which doubled the total amount 
of all other racial groups combined.
These numbers are not just sta­
tistics but they are lessons. Don’t look 
at the textbooks that say just because 
we can work together, live within close 
proximity of each other, and no longer 
overtly hang each other, that we are 
living free of prejudices. Regardless of 
what we are being told numbers don’the.
The number of hate crimes 
may have shrunk by thousands over 
the last fifty years but there is still work 
to be done. Unless the total number of 
hate crimes is zero we cannot let our 
guard down to think that the ignorance 
that allows someone to hate is gone.
You may not like the way 
a person looks, whom he/she is lay­
ing between the sheets with, or where 
their going to worship, but who 
cares...it’s none of your business.
Nicholas Sneed
Since his inauguration in 
2000, President Bush was intent on 
finishing what his father didn’t finish 
during his tenure in the White House: 
taking down Saddam Hussein. And 
before the tragic events of September 
11, 2001, which spurred the move­
ment to combat terrorist efforts 
against Americans, the president was 
less then candid about his intentions 
to “finish off’ Saddam. After failed 
attempts to find Osama bin Laden, 
the man penned as the leader of the 
attacks against America on that infa­
mous morning, the president made 
a shift in the direction of fighting 
terrorism, and began his crusade to es­
tablish democracy in Iraq. The fickle 
American public paid little regard to 
the truth. The Bush administration 
couldn’t find bin Laden, so it shifted 
the attention from Afghanistan to Iraq.
Despite people’s personal 
feelings about the president, be they 
in his favor or against, there is one 
thing that both parties must agree 
upon: President Bush is a man of his 
words. Whether his decisions in hind­
sight have been completely wrong, 
he is unwavering in his actions. His 
decision to invade Iraq is no different.
Like the search to find bin 
Laden, the Bush brigade has come 
up short in its search for weapons of 
mass destruction (WMD). As a result, 
the United States has officially ended 
its search in Iraq. This halt comes 
almost two years after the president
ordered the invasion due to alleged 
intelligence that concluded that the 
country was harboring biological and 
chemical weapons that could be used 
against America. Two years: over 
1,100 American soldiers dead and zero 
weapons.
Despite the lives lost and the 
allusive WMD, the president has no 
regrets. A few weeks ago during an in­
terview, he came to the realization that 
his words have had dire consequences. 
In May 2003, the president declared 
the end to major combat in Iraq. 
Despite his declaration of “Mission 
Accomplished,” Iraqi forces continued 
to attack American troops, and the 
death toll continued to steadily climb. 
In response to those persons involved 
in the retaliation against U.S. troops, 
the world’s most famous cowboy 
said, “My answer is, ‘Bring 'em on.’” 
At that point, hundreds of American 
soldiers had been killed. Millions and 
millions of dollars had been spent, and 
the so-called ruler of the free world 
said, “Bring ‘em on.” This wasn’t a 
teenage movie with dueling cheerlead­
ing squads. This was his response 
for deliberate attacks on American 
soldiers. This was his response to the 
slaying of Americans.
His “threats” against Iraqi 
nationalists may have fueled their 
contempt for the U.S. soldiers who 
invaded their country. Despite all that 
has gone drastically wrong in Iraq, the 
president harbors no regrets. “I don’t
know if you’d call it a regret, but it 
certainly is a lesson that a president 
must be mindful of, that the words that 
you sometimes say. ... I speak plainly 
sometimes, but you’ve got to be mind­
ful of the consequences of the words. 
So put that down. I don’t know if 
you’d call that a confession, a regret, 
something.” It’s nice that the president 
realized that when he opens his mouth, 
whether or not he has anything intel­
ligible to say, the world listens, and 
moreover, reacts.
Since Mr. Bush speaks 
plainly more often than not, he should 
come forward to the American public 
and plainly state the truth: he entered 
Iraq preemptively and has come up 
with no results. If he has no regrets, he 
should clearly state that he finished his 
father’s job. So indeed, “Mission Ac­
complished.” This mission, however, 
was not the one he sold to the country. 
Is the world safer with Saddam behind 
bars? Without a doubt, yes. On the 
same hand, the world would arguably 
be safer with Bush locked up along 
side Mr. Hussein. This man had the 
power and authority to invade a coun­
try without any tangible evidence of 
threat, kill thousands of innocent men, 
women, and children, and has been 
re-elected to spread his method of 
“democracy” to any country he “feels” 
might be a threat to America. If that’s 
not terrorism, I don’t know what is.







A buzz began to disseminate 
among the masses for Queens Na­
tive, Nasir Jones. Prior to the release 
of Nas’ first album, fans only caught 
glimpses of the budding apprentice's 
potential via his cameos and mixtape 
appearances. Fans anxiously waited 
and anticipated the release of his first 
solo album. Expectations from the hip 
hop fans were high and the people were 
not disappointed with his output. Nas’ 
debut album was arguably the best hip 
hop album ever. The young emcee’s 
release Illmatic propelled the artist to 
the upper echelon of rap artists—be­
ing deemed heir to the throne, king 
of hip hop. For one reason or another, 
the young vanguard never returned to 
the zenith that he reached on his pre­
mier album leaving his fans wonder­
ing “What ever happened to Nasty Nas 
(named so because of his lyrical prow­
ess)?” On Nas’ eighth album, Street’s 
Disciple, the veteran to the rap game 
attempts to quash the notion as one rap­
per stated, “You had a spark when you 
started but now you’re just garbage.”
This album attempts at synthe­
sizing all of Nas’ past albums and add­
ing something fresh. Street’s Disciple 
shows the many sides of the complex 
artist’s ambivalent personality. One of 
the prevalent vignettes that is drawn 
throughout the LP is that of the con­
science rapper. This persona appears 
on American Way. The track samples 
the funky Atomic Dog and explores the 
African American plight—dealing with 
politics in America. On These Are Our 
Heroes we are given the opportunity to 
listen to Nas vent on black role models, 
berating prominent black figures such 
as Kobe Bryant, Taye Diggs, and Ti­
ger Woods for “selling out.” This track 
succeeds in the promoting black em­
powerment, but can we really promote 
unity by castigating our own brothers? 
We also get to see shades of Nasty 
Nas—the emcee that spit razor-sharp, 
witty lines over polished production. 
On Nazareth Savage, we see a Nas that 
is reminiscent of Escobar—the smooth 
criminal persona Nas emerged with 
on his second album, It Was Written. 
One of the more impressive tracks on 
disc one is the unorthodox Rest of my
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Life. Nas triumphs on the eccentric 
beat. As the beat fluctuates, the ghetto 
poet relays tales of the hood. Nas often 
succeeds as a storyteller, yet what he 
does not excel at is making club songs, 
which is the main reason why Nas is 
not likely to get any songs that swill 
stay in major rotation on the radio sta­
tions worldwide. The song that has the 
closest resemblance to a club banger is 
Suicide Bounce featuring the exuberant 
Busta Rhymes. The track’s high tempo 
beat does provide the bounce that is 
lacking throughout the albums, but in 
the scheme of things, it does not seem 
like something 
that will get 
many spins in 
the club. Virgo, 
a retro collabo 
with the likes 
of Doug E. 




as the song 
that will have 
the most com­
mercial suc­
cess. Disc two 






into the topic 
of his devotion 
to his daugh­
ter and new 
found love for 
wifey, Kelis.
U.B.R. may be one of the most creative 
tracks to be made in the last couple of 
years. In this track, Nas rhymes the life 
story of hip hop legend, Rakim over a 
hypnotic beat. What impresses me so 
much about this track is that finally a 
rapper sets his ego aside and pays hom­
age to those who came before him. 
By far, the gem of this album is the 
Frank Sinatra-esque track War. Keon 
Bryce blesses this track with his har­
monious crooning over the hook, as 
the two merge to produce a melodic 
anthem that New Yorkers can play as 
they sit in a recliner and sip the drink 
of their choice or as they maneuver 
through the busy streets of Manhat­
tan under the bright lights of the night.
Overall, the album has a real 
nostalgic feel to it. Its real a relief to 
know that music prodigy Nas can still 
make good music. Still, I believe that 
this album could have been amalgam­
ated into one disc which would have 
made it a classic. Another discredit to 
this album is the contradictions. Nas 
casts reproves black men for not being 
positive role models, but has a track 
called Makings of a Perfect Bitch. 
These are the type of inconsistencies 
that have stifled the street poet through­
out his career. The rapper has come a 
long way Nas’ has ventured from youth 
fresh out of the ghetto, to drug lord, 
to pimp and finally has arrived to his 
final destination, a man. Nas’ albums 
show his evolution from a boy to a man 
and once again the emcee leaves his 
fans thirsting for the creative expres­





Back and better than ever
For seven years the world 
hasn’t heard a single note from one of 
Atlanta’s premier girl groups. Since 
their third album, “Trace of My Lip­
stick,” the sultry southern belles of 
Xscape have seemed to slide onto the 
turntables of obscurity. No strangers 
to success, Xscape, whose musical re­
sume exceeds records sales of over 6 
million world wide, and contains hits 
like “Understanding,” “Just Kickin It,” 
and “Who Can 1 Run To?,” fans are 
left thinking, “Where in the world is 
Xscape?” Well, with an upcoming al­
bum entitled, “Unchained” the girls are 
insinuatingly uninhibited and ready to 
take R&B back to its roots—love and 
heartbreak never sounded so sweet. I 
recently had an opportunity to catch 
up with the beautiful ladies of Xs­
cape and here’s what they had to say.
Maroon Tiger: How does it feel to 
be performing again as a group?
Tameka: UGH. It’s Wonderful! (laughs).
LaTosha: We were just talking about 
that earlier. Last night at the show­
case there was just so much energy 
people were just like, “Where have 
you girls been?” It’s overwhelming for 
people to still know your music, still 
bob their heads—it’s a great feeling.
MT: What did you feel the audience 
response was like?
T: Their energy was just real good.
“Made You Look...”
NAS & OLUDARA Helps Morehouse Bridge the Gap
James Pendleton 
Managing Editor
On Monday, January 24, 2005 the 
“Improvisational Jazz” class began inaus- 
piciously with the daily allotment of scales 
and registers. Only minutes later, the class 
of Professor Melvin Jones was greeted by a 
knock at the door...the latest in the series mys­
terious events surrounding the secret event.
With cameras following, Nas and his 
father, Jazz musician Olu Dara, paid a surprise 
visit to Morehouse to serve as substitute pro­
fessors for the day, marking the newest install­
ment of the “Stand In” event series produced 
by mtvU, MTV’s 24-hour college network.
Dara stole the show displaying a 
sense of humor and charisma rarely found out­
side of your favorite relative. Nas, dawning a 
camouflage Braves hat began to engage stu­
dents. Nas recounted, “I never really learned to 
play an instrument, so I got more into writing.” 
The class was then given the op­
portunity to question Nas and Dara.
When asked about the lack of 
live instrumentation in hip-hop, Nas coun­
tered, “You have a few producers like Dr. 
Dre, The Neptunes, and Andre 3000 who 
use live music, but it’s more of an ingredi­
ent now than a large composition.” Con­
tinuing, Nas stated, “Rappers are not musi­
cians. They are lacking a lot of imagination.”
As he sat down in front of the
At times it got really quiet, and to me, 
when people get quiet its mean they’re 
really listening, peeping the harmonies. 
All the songs that people knew they 
were singing and of course, you always 
going to have your spectators who 
were just sitting there quiet watching. 
But overall, the energy was fantastic!
MT: What is the rest of the year look­
ing like for Xscape?
T: Work, Work, and more Work! 
People want this album out so bad, 
so we just have to give them what 
they’ve been waiting for. We’re defi­
nitely going to be touring, starting 
our own clothing line, developing 
“blinged” out cell phones, just being 
entreprenuers. We’re trying to tap 
into every part of entertainment that’s 
made available to us. We also do a lot 
of work with our non-profit organiza­
tion called, “Exchanged” which helps 
people to accomplish that one thing in 
their life that they want to accomplish.
MT: So, when is the new album com­
ing out?
T:We’re looking probably at a May 
release, but the 2nd week in February 
there should definitely be a single out.
MT: What producers will you guys be 
working with?
T: Well, so far we’ve been working 
with Tricky Stewart, who definitely
PHOTO BY MARCEL WILLIAMS
piano, Dara detailed the cultural signifi­
cance of the modem piano with a love, en­
thusiasm, and wisdom more reminiscent 
of a father guiding his son than a conductor 
managing a band. He explained the Eastern 
origins of the black keys and the pentatonic 
scale, as well as the Western ivory key. “The 
piano is the fusion of the East and West.”
Relaying the purpose of the black 
musician, Dara imparted, “Blacks didn’t 
play Western instruments until around 
the Civil War. Even though you may 
play a European instrument you must ap­
proach it with African-American culture.”
“To make a long story longer, 
the real measure of a musician is whether 
he can bring a feeling out of his instru­
ment which can reach a variety of audiences 
on an emotional level”, Dara continued.
Nas and Dara provide their own 
unique perspective on music, jazz and cul­
ture. Dara tuned sophomore Keng Da­
vis’ guitar and coached him on how to 
strum it. One by one, he included the 
eight other students in the jam session.
Together with the Morehouse 
jazz students, they remixed the popular 
“Bridging The Gap” single from Nas’s lat­
est album, “Street’s Disciple.” The single 
was the first collaboration for the father
lays it down. We have an in house 
producer by the name of Sanchez 
who’s done a lot of work on T.I.’s “Ur­
ban Legend,” and we’re also think­
ing about working with J.D., Lil’ Jon, 
Warren Campbell, and The Neptunes.
MT: How did you guys find the new 
member? Did ya’ll hold auditions, or 
was she a friend?
L: Everybody keeps asking that same 
question, but its cool (laughs). We 
actually went to church together and 
we’ve know Keisha since she was a 
baby. It was something that I had been 
praying on and I felt like it would be 
a good decision for the group. Kei­
sha had been writing some tracks for 
Ciara, and wrote some stuff for the 
Coach Carter Soundtrack, she was 
just active and focused like we were.
Tameka: She’s just sweet as Apple Pie, 
we couldn’t go wrong. Keisha: I’m 
just so excited, myself, these girls have 
been like family—I couldn’t be happier!
MT: Was the break with Kandi a mu­
tual decision?
Tiny: Yeah. . she was just at her 
own place, she had individual as­
pirations and that’s what she want­
ed to do. . . we’re happy for her.
and son and has received critical acclaim.
Sophomore Will Gravely 
was also struck by the surprise lecturer.
“It was amazing. Just the experience to 
be able to play with them, I’ll never for­
get that,” said the saxophonist, who almost 
missed class because he wasn’t feeling well. 
Unfortunately, the entire class was 
not able to participate. Jones re­
layed a few students had skipped class.
Nas and Dara are the latest national 
public figures to participate as guests in mtvU’s 
“Stand In” event series. Previously Marilyn 
Manson, taught Art & Society at Temple Uni­
versity; Snoop Dogg, posed USC head football 
coach not long before the Orange Bowl; Sena­
tor John Kerry, taught an American Foreign 
Policy class at the University of New Hamp­
shire; and Jesse Jackson who taught a surprise 
class on race and law at Spelman College.
The mtvU “Stand In” with Nas and 
Olu Dara will premiere at 12noon ET/9am PT 
on Tuesday, February 1st and will repeat 
throughout the week as part of mtvU’s special 
programming honoring Black History Month. 
The segment will also premiere online at 
www.mtvU.com on February 1st.
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A Touch of Gold
Lauren Stokes 
Features Editor
Extravagant gowns, oversized 
egos, and some of Hollywood’s biggest 
stars shined brightly on January 16, 
2005 for the 62nd annual Golden Globe 
Awards which are given out by the 
93-member Hollywood Foreign Press 
Association. The awards are sort of a 
cross between the Oscars and the Em- 
mys, celebrating both film and televi­
sion. This year the Golden Globes were 
held at the Beverly Hills Hilton Hotel 
in Beverly Hills, California. Presenters 
included Halle Berry, Meryl Streep, A1 
Pacino, Samuel L. Jackson, Renee Zell­
weger, Charlize Theron, Diane Keaton, 
Patricia Arquette, Megan Mullally, Will 
Ferrell, Tim Robbins and Naomi Watts. 
Many other big name celebrities graced 
the red carpet with outfits inspired by 
1930’s and 40’s glamour. Actress Ni­
cole Kidman epitomized the look in 
a bare, gold-sequined, backless gown 
designed by Tom Ford in his last col­
lection for Yves Saint Laurent. Uma 
Thurman looked like royalty in her 
purple gown, and Charlize Theron was 
a classic ‘40s beauty in a pastel dress. 
Unlike these red carpet all-stars, other 
celebrities were not the critic’s favor­
ites. David Evangelista was on the red 
carpet along with one of his co-hosts on 
“The Style Network,’’ Finola Hughes. 
“Barbara Streisand looked awful in all 
white. Scarlett Johansson wore cream 
and just blended into herself. Diane Ke­
aton looked like she was a member of 
the clergy. Sharon Stone totally dressed 
down, all wrong,” said Evangelista. 
The Style Network’s critics also com­
mented on the fashion do’s and don’ts 
of the men that strolled down the red 
carpet. Evangelista said that Kevin 
Costner looked like he just got out of 
bed, possibly going for the dishev­
eled look and Hughes observed Wil­
liam Peterson’s style giving him great 
compliments for doing the whole 
“monochromatic thing” and doing it 
well. Hughes also said that Bernie Mac 
looked smart, “seeming to really take 
care in his appearance.” Other critic’s 
favorites were Tom Cruise, William 
H. Macy in his classy and elegant tux 
with his 40’s style sunglasses to top of 
the ensemble, and Johnny Depp cre­
ating his own style in an elegant hat.
As for the actual awards cere­
mony, many movies were nominated for 
Golden Globes before they premiered in 
theatres, and many of the nominees were
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Arts & Entertainment
The Grammys are here
And the Editor s picks are:
unknown names until their nomination.
The movie Aviator walked 
away with a Golden Globe for best mo­
tion picture drama, original score by 
Howard Shore and best actor in a drama 
for Leonardo DiCaprio. Sideways stole 
the award for best musical or comedy 
along with the award for best screen­
play for Alexander Payne and Jim Tay­
lor. Hilary Swank won best actress in 
a drama for Million Dollar Baby, and 
Clint Eastwood won best director for 
the film. Best actress in a motion pic­
ture, musical or comedy was awarded 
to Annette Benning in Being Julia, and 
Jamie Foxx won the best actor award 
for his performance in Ray. The best 
foreign language film award was given 
to The Sea Inside which made its debut 
in Spain, and the original song award 
went to Alfie for the song “Old Habits 
Die Hard.” Natalie Portman and Clive 
Owen were awarded Golden Globes for 
their performances in the movie Closer 
for best supporting actor and actress.
In television, the award for 
best drama series was given to the 
graphic show about plastic surgery 
better known as Nip/Tuck. Best 
actress and actor in a drama series 
was awarded to Mariska Hargitay 
for her work in Law and Order: SVU 
and Ian McShane for his work in 
Deadwood. Newcomer Desperate 
Housewives won the award for best 
musical or comedy series, and actress 
Teri Hatcher won the award for best 
actress in a musical or comedy series 
for her performance on the show. Best 
actor for a musical or comedy series 
was awarded to Jason Bateman for his 
work on Arrested Development, and 
The Life and Death of Peter Sellers on 
HBO walked away with the award for 
best miniseries or made for television 
movie. Glenn Close of The Lion in 
the Winter and Geoffrey Rush of The 
Life and Death of Peter Sellers won 
the awards for best actor and actress 
in a miniseries or made for television 
movie. The award for best supporting 
actress and actor of a series, minise­
ries, or made for television movie was 
awarded to Anjelica Huston for her 
work in Iron Jawed Angels, and Wil­
liam Shatner for his work in Boston 
Legal, and Actor Robin Williams 
received the prestigious Cecil B. De- 
Mille Award for career achievement.
B.Martell Mickle 
Arts Editor
Once again, It’s approaching 
that time of the year where the stars of 
music assemble to claim their rights 
into the elite. Yes, you’ve guessed it 
the crown jewl of music’s elite—The 
Grammy’s. This is the crim de la 
crim of music award shows separating 
the boys from the Men and the Girls 
from the Women. And of course, I’m 
going to let you in on my own per­
sonal picks. And the Nominees are!
RECORD OF THE YEAR: Usher’s 
“Yeah”
The Black Eyed Peas, "Let’s Get It 
Started"
Ray Charles & Norah Jones, “Here 
We Go Again”
Green Day, “American Idiot”
Los Lonely Boys, “Heaven”
Usher, “Yeah”
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: Usher’s 
“Confessions”
Ray Charles, “Genius Love Company” 
Green Day, “American Idiot”
Alicia Keys, “The Diary of Alicia 
Keys”
Usher, “Confessions”
Kanye West, “The College Dropout”
SONG OF THE YEAR: Kanye 
West, “Jesus Walks”
John Mayer, “Daughters”
Alicia Keys, “If I Ain’t Got You” 
Kanye West, Jesus Walks”
Tim McGraw, “Live Like You Were 
Dying”
Hoobastank, “The Reason”






BEST FEMALE POP VOCAL 
PERFORMANCE: Gwen Stefani, 
“What You Waiting For?”
Bjork, “Oceania
Sheryl Crow, “The First Cut Is The 
Deepest”
Norah Jones, “Sunrise”
Gwen Stefani, “What You Waiting 
For”
Joss Stone, “You Had Me”
BEST MALE POP VOCAL PER­
FORMANCE: John Mayer,
The Cliche of Coach Carter
Lauren Smith
Do you have an ax to 
grind? Or have ever witnessed 
the fury of a woman scorned?
Better yet do you realize that 
the truth will set you free? Well 
the truth is that one of the big­
gest black movies of the last few 
years, Coach Carter, is funda­
mentally rooted in some of the 
clichés that have been a part 
of black community for years.
An imitation and slightly com­
memorative piece of real life 
Richmond High School’s 
Coach Ken Carter’s (Samuel
L. Jackson) highly publicized 
decision to suspend basket­
ball activity because of the 
poor academic performance of one 
third of the team, the film’s attempt 
at authenticity creates melodrama.
We have Kyra, played by 
famed singer Ashanti, who is the all to 
eager wannabe teen mother, whose de­
sire to bear chi ldren is both overly gung- 
ho and lacking any realistic emotions 
of fear and anxiety. This has played out 
on ABC after school specials time and 
time again. Of course she needed the 
scared and deserting boyfriend, Rob 
Brown (Kenyon Stone), to make the 
stereotype complete. Rick Gonzalez 
(Timo Cruz) plays the tough kid gone 
good because of the discipline offered 
up by the hero Coach Carter. Basket­
ball has dismissed his longing to be a 
money making man of the street. Then 
when Cruz’s criminal cousin dies in 
front of his eyes, whose doorstep does
“Daughters”
Elvis Costello, “Let’s Misbehave”




BEST FEMALE R&B VOCAL 
PERFORMANCE: Alicia Keys, “If 
I Ain’t Got You”
Janet Jackson, “I Want You’
Alicia Keys, “If I Ain't Gt You”
Teena Marie, “I’m Still In Love”
Jill Scott, “Whatever"
Angie Stone, “U-Haul”
BEST MALE R&B VOCAL PER­
FORMANCE: Usher, “Burn”
Anthony Hamilton, “Charlene”
R. Kelly, “Happy People”
Brian McKnight, “What We Do Here” 
Prince, “Call My Name”
Usher, “Bum?
BEST R&B PERFORM ANCE BY A 
DUO OR GROUP WITH VOCALS: 
Usher &Alicia Keys, “My Boo” 
DestinyjHjhild, “Loose my Breath” 
Earth, W®K|fciiiSa^i&aphael Saa-. 
diq, “Show Me'
Floetry, “Say Yes”
Alicia Keys w/ Tony! Toni! Tone!, 
“Diary”






f.D . "She Wants To Move" 1 
toots, *Star’/'» i • ■
fcott, “Cross, My Mind”
BEST R&B SONG: Usher, “Yeah”
Usher, “Bum”
Prince, “Call My Name”
Usher & Alicia Keys, “My Boo”
Usher, “Yeah!”
Alicia Keys, “You Don’t Know My 
Name”
BEST R&B ALBUM: Jill Scott, 
“Beautifully Human: Words & 
Sounds Vol.2
Anita Baker, My Everything
A1 Green, I Can’t Stop
Alicia Keys, The Diary Of Alicia Keys
Prince, Musicology
Jill Scott, Beautifully Human: Words
he find himself on with a crunched 
up teary-eyed face: savior Carter. 
The film also includes an unsympathet­
ic high school principal, Mrs. Battle 
(Octavia Spencer), who has allowed the 
public school system to strip away her 
desire to provide high school goers with 
a quality education. She is also touched 
by the goodness of the coach and sub­
sequently votes to continue the lockout, 
a pivotal point that shows her commit­
ment to the betterment of the students. 
Coach Carter exaggerates the problem­
atic relationships that involve teachers, 
students, adults, children, and teens, but 
the messages are clear and genuine.
Kyra sees that motherhood at 
seventeen is not in her best interest, and 
her boyfriend realizes how precious 
their bond is and takes her with him to 
college. Cruz as well as the other senior 
members of the team find themselves
& Sounds Vol. 2
BEST CONTEMPORARY R&B 
ALBUM: Usher, “Confessions” 
Brandy, Afrodisiac
Janet Jackson, Damita Jo
Christina Milian, It’s About Time
Usher, Confessions
Mario Winans, Hurt No More
BEST RAP SOLO PERFOR­
MANCE: Jay-Z, “99 Problems”
Lloyd Banks, “On Fire”
Eminem, “Just Lose It”
Jay-Z, “99 Problems”
Twista, “Overnight Celebrity”
Kanye West, “Through The Wire”
BEST RAP SOLO PERFOR­
MANCE BY A DUO OR GROUP: 
Terror Squad, “Lean Back”
Beastie Boys, “Ch-Cheek It Out”
The Black Eyed Peas, “Let’s Get It 
Started”
The Roots, “Don’t Say Nuthin’”
Snoop Dogg & Pharrell, “Drop It Like 
It’s Hot”
Terror Squad, “Lean Back”
BEST RAP/SUNG COLLABORA­
TION:
er w/ Lil Jon & Ludacris, 
ih”
iakiss w/ Anthony Hamilton, 
hy”
Christina Milian w/ Fabolous, “Dip It 
Low”
Twista w/ Kanye West & Jamie Foxx, 
“Slow Jamz”
Usher w/ Lil Jon & Ludacris, “Yeah!”
Canye West w/ Syleena Johnson, “All 
ills Down”
RAP SONG:
Kanye West, “Jesus Walks”
Snoop Dogg & Pharrell, “Drop It Like 
It’s Hot”
The Black Eyed Peas, “Hey Mama” 
Kanye West, “Jesus Walks”




Jay-Z, The Black Album
Beastie Boys, To The 5 Boroughs 
Jay-Z, The Black Album 
LL Cool J, The Definition 
Nelly, Suit
Kanye West, The College Dropout
spending the next few years of their 
lives at institutions of higher learning. 
The failing students have learned to 
value their diploma and the oppor­
tunities brought forth by it because 
of a basketball coach’s emphasis on 
education. Touching on several issues 
briefly, but none thoroughly, the movie 
is a valiant effort at uncovering the 
ails at any Urban High School U.S.A.
There is a reiteration that 
inner city blacks must admire intel­
ligence and achievement on the court 
just as much in the classroom, if not 
more an idea that is rejected repeat­
edly. Seeing this on the wide screen, 
across the country, and promoted on 
virtually every public forum allows a 
critique of the current state of many 
predominately black institutions to 
question their goals and teachings.










This year’s NFL playoffs 
have seen overtime games, blowouts, 
and everything in between. In the 
first round of the AFC playoffs, the 
Indianapolis Colts completely disman­
tled the Denver Broncos 49-24, and 
the New York Jets outlasted the San 
Diego chargers in overtime 20-17
In the NFC the St. Louis 
Rams became the first team with an 
8-8 record to win a playoff game by 
defeating the Seattle Seahawks in 
Seattle 27-20. the Minnesota Vikings 
became the second 8-8 team to win a 
playoff game the next day by beating 
the Green Bay Packers in Green Bay 
31-17.
The second round of the 
playoffs gave the fans fewer upsets but 
one stunningly easy game. The Atlanta 
Falcons over-ran the rams 47-17.
While also in the NFC, the Phila­
delphia Eagles, without star receiver 
Terrell Owens, handled the Vikings 
31-17.
The second round of the 
AFC was more interesting, as the Jets 
forced their NFL record third straight 
overtime game, going back to the last
Ask Julian
Sports fans ask, 
Kenneth Julian answers
Q: Who will win the Super Bowl? 
Ricky, Boston, MA
A: To me the Patriots have the best 
chance to win. With their 32-3 record 
since week two of last year it’s hard 
to pick against them. The Eagles have 
nine Pro Bowlers on their team and 
it looks like they may have T.O. back 
from his injury. But I don’t think it 
will be enough. The Pats just play
game of the season. The Pittsburgh 
Steelers however came away with the 
victory 20-17. The New England Pa­
triots ended Colts’ quarterback Peyton 
Manning’s record breaking season 
with a dominant 20-3 performance.
This past weekend only four 
teams remained. As championship 
weekend had more storylines than 
most soap operas. The most talked 
about one was the fact that the Eagles 
had been to three consecutive NFC 
championships games and lost all 
three. In their fourth in a row they 
handled the pressure by taking down 
the Eagles 27-10.
In the AFC, the Steelers had 
a 15 game winning streak ended by 
the defending Super Bowl champion 
Patriots to the tune of a 41-20.
That leaves the two teams 
New England and Philadelphia to face 
off against each other in Super Bowl 
XXXIX. The game will be played in 
Jacksonville, Florida on February 6 at 
6:30 pm ET on Fox.
team football too well for the Eagles. 
And Pats head coach Bill Belichik 
may be the best in the business, with 
an uncanny 9-1 playoff record. I have 
a saying and it’s not that the Eagles 
can’t win big games, it’s just that the 
Patriots don’t lose big games.
New England 28, Philadelphia 17
With the resurgence of the 
USC football team and its domination 
of college football the last two 
years, the question has arisen: could 
a college team beat an NFL team? 
Since this college team is no regular 
team, as it is laden with future NFL 
stars, this is a question that is worth 
pondering.
Teams like the New England 
Patriots, Philadelphia Eagles and 
the Indianapolis Colts are out of the 
question, for not many NFL teams 
can beat them. However, a team like 
the San Francisco 49ers, which just 
came off of a 2-14 season, is the team 
that qualifies for this statement. Now 
the question becomes more specific. 
Can the USC Trojans beat the San 
Francisco 49ers?
Let’s start with a breakdown 
per position. Matt Leinart would be 
a top 5 pick in this year’s upcoming 
draft if he weren’t going back to 
school. In comparison to the 49ers’ 
Tim Rattay and Ken Dorsey, two 
upstanding college quarterbacks in 
their own right, Leinart has the edge 
on talent.
LenDale White is a bruising 
back with speed and effectiveness, and 
Reggie Bush is a prolific showstopper 
with the best receiving skills for a 
running back since Marshall Faulk 
came out of San Diego State. Bush 
also adds to the team with his 
unmatched return skills on the college 
level, which are reminiscent of Atlanta 
Falcon Allen Rossum when he was 
at Notre Dame. The 49ers’ Kevan 
Barlow, who possesses strength and 
size, doesn’t have the talent of either 
White or Bush.
The wide receivers for 
USC are talented: freshman Dwayne 
Jarrett and sophomores Steve Smith 
and Whitney Lewis. However, all 
but Lewis don’t have much the size 
and toughness of an NFL receiver 
yet. Rashaun Woods was a stud at 
Oklahoma State in his own right, and 
Brandon Lloyd was a quality receiver 
at Illinois, but neither has translated 
their talents to the NFL yet. Curtis 
Conway, USC alum, offers experience, 
but is a shell of the player he was 
as a Chicago Bear. Even with their
underachievement, the 49ers’ have the 
edge here.
Dominique Byrd has soft 
hands and athleticism for a tight end. 
Standing 6-foot-3, 260 pounds, he also 
has the size of an NFL tight end. Eric 
Johnson doesn’t threaten defenders 
and is a marginal tight end. Byrd 
would be better in this matchup.
The offensive line of the 
49ers rotated six linemen with an 
average size of 6-foot-5, 307 pounds. 
However, they gave up 52 sacks, 23 
more than they gave up on defense. 
This sack total is second worst in the 
NFL, behind the Bears. The USC 
offensive line works better as a unit 
and has an average size of 6-foot-4,
318 pounds, very comparable to the 
49ers.
The 49ers have a perennial 
stud in Bryant Young on their 
defensive line. As a defensive tackle, 
he has tortured the league’s offensive 
schemes. The rest of his teammates 
don’t offer the same threat on the 
line. No 49er linemen compiled more 
than 47 tackles for the season. USC’s 
Shaun Cody and Mike Patterson are 
going to be high draft picks, offering 
the potential for gamebreaking ability 
as linemen. With Frostee Rucker and 
freshman Lawrence Jackson, they 
are a dominant line on the college 
level. While Cody and Patterson are 
battle-tested, Jackson is a neophyte to 
college, which means he is not close 
to being ready to battling veteran 
offensive lineman in the league.
The linebacker corps is 
arguably the best unit on the 49ers 
team. Although Julian Peterson was 
injured for the majority of the season, 
he is a perennial Pro Bowler. Derek
M. Smith led the team in tackles with 
110 and Jeff Ulbrich was second with 
92. USC’s Matt Grootegoed is a solid 
college linebacker, but his potential 
is limited in NFL terms. Lofa Tatupu 
has talent, but with only playing a 
full year at USC from his transfer at 
Maine, he doesn’t have the experience 
needed to take on the NFL just yet. 
The 49ers have a clear advantage over 
the Trojans in this matchup.
The defensive backfield for 
San Francisco has two potential Pro
Bowlers in Ahmed Plummer and 
Tony Parrish. Plummer is one of the 
elite comers in the league, but faced 
injuries this season, while Parrish is 
one of the league’s most respected and 
feared safeties. USC safety Darnell 
Bing has been dubbed a star since 
settling on the Los Angeles campus, 
but he hasn’t tapped his full potential 
yet. Even with a rookie in Shawntae 
Spencer this season, the 49ers have a 
clear advantage on the Trojans.
The kicking game goes to 
USC with their prolific kicker Tom 
Malone, and punter Ryan Killeen. 
Their return game also offers the 
aforementioned star Bush. The special 
teams of USC has an edge on the 
49ers.
The intangibles of this 
matchup are the key to this argument. 
Pete Carroll is one of the best coaches 
in America, regardless of level. He 
has NFL head coaching experience 
and success, and has brought his 
wealth of knowledge to the co-eds 
at Southern Cal. Equipped with 
the offensive genius Norm Chow, 
they have penetrated almost every 
defensive scheme on the planet. The 
defensive coordination of Ed Orgeron 
has put many Trojans in the NFL and 
many opponents in the hospital. USC 
has some of the best minds in the 
college sector.
With the 49ers, they fired 
coach Dennis Erickson and replaced 
him with Baltimore Ravens defensive 
coordinator Mike Nolan. Nolan 
commanded a great NFL defense 
in Baltimore, but has no NFL head 
coaching experience. His staff is not 
arranged yet, and even with the staff 
of this past year’s 49ers, USC has the 
edge on coaching minds.
The common denominator 
is confidence, size and experience.
As bad as the 49ers have been, they 
would still be playing against a team 
full of young adults, giving San 
Francisco a mental and physical edge. 
In speculation, USC can beat the 
49ers. However, once they step on the 
field together, it becomes a different 
ballgame. If the Trojans could keep 
their composure, they could actually 
beat San Francisco.
The Morehouse Business Association
announces the 
2005 Spring Symposium A Look Back on the NFL Playoffs
Theme: “Exploring the Intangibles of World Class Pro­
fessionalism”
March 17-19, 2005 
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
For information and eligibility requirements 
MBA General Body Meeting 
Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2005, 6:30pm Wheeler Hall
All majors welcome, Space is limited
Kenneth Julian 
Sports Editor
This year’s NFL playoffs 
have seen overtime games, blowouts, 
and everything in between. In the 
first round of the AFC playoffs, 
the Indianapolis Colts completely 
dismantled the Denver Broncos 49-24, 
and the New York Jets outlasted the 
San Diego chargers in overtime 20-17
In the NFC the St. Louis 
Rams became the first team with an 
8-8 record to win a playoff game by 
defeating the Seattle Seahawks in 
Seattle 27-20. the Minnesota Vikings
became the second 8-8 team to win a 
playoff game the next day by beating 
the Green Bay Packers in Green Bay 
31-17.
The second round of the 
playoffs gave the fans fewer upsets 
but one stunningly easy game. The 
Atlanta Falcons over-ran the rams 
47-17. While also in the NFC, the 
Philadelphia Eagles, without star 
receiver Terrell Owens, handled the 
Vikings 31-17.
The second round of the
AFC was more interesting, as the 
Jets forced their NFL record third 
straight overtime game, going back 
to the last game of the season. The 
Pittsburgh Steelers however came 
away with the victory 20-17. The 
New England Patriots ended Colts’ 
quarterback Peyton Manning’s record 
breaking season with a dominant 20-3 
performance.
This past weekend only four 
teams remained. As championship 
weekend had more storylines than 
most soap operas. The most talked 
about one was the fact that the Eagles 
had been to three consecutive NFC 
championships games and lost all 
three. In their fourth in a row they 
handled the pressure by taking down 
the Eagles 27-10.
In the AFC, the Steelers had 
a 15 game winning streak ended by 
the defending Super Bowl champion 
Patriots to the tune of a 41-20.
That leaves the two teams 
New England and Philadelphia to face 
off against each other in Super Bowl 
XXXIX. The game will be played in 
Jacksonville, Florida on February 6 at 
6:30 pm ET on Fox.
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